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Newark is to have a Summer Festival.
Mme. Julia Rive-King resides in Chicago.

Ma. Frederick Archer has located in Chicago.
Helen Hqpekirk appeared at a concert in Boston on
Jan. 2d.
Miss Amy Fay has given a Piano Conversation at
Orange, N. J.
Conrad Ansorge is composing a symphony of ambi¬
tious design.
The Indicator, of Chicago, comes out in a new dress

for the new year.
De Pachmann is to give recitals in Boston on Feb.

3d, 5th and 10th.

The French “ normal diapason
the standard pitch in Austria.
Lisbon is to hear Beethoven’s
the first time the present season.
Minnie Hauk is to be in Lei
January, and sail for America the
The Hungarian National Conse
brated its fiftieth anniversary this
Mme. Nevada is filling engagem
mark, Norway and Sweden this w
Mr. and Mrs. Henschel conti
in London. They are enthusiasti
Antonin Dvorak will receive t
sity honorary degree of Music Do

Charles Gottfried William T
Tschaikgwsky is to cross the oceau to play at the Jan. 6th. Taubert was born in B

Pittsburgh May Festival.

Mr. Fred. Boscovitz is in L
The Chevalier de Kontski has published three new with illustrations, on the spinet an

piano compositions recently.

Gounod has been ill for some
Carl Baerman, the Beethoven interpreter, is giving convalescing, but his physician fo

a series of recitals in Boston.

Dr. Carl Martin, the basso, is filling many engage¬
ments in concert and oratorio. ■
The Manuscript Society of New York is doing a good
work for our native composers.
The Gerard-Thies’s “ Evenings of Song” are a feature
in the New York Musical Season.
8tephen Emery, one of the contributors to the Etude,
iB very ill, and has been for several weeks.
Mme. Clara Louise Kellogg-Strakosch is making a
tour of the United States with her Concert-Opera Com¬
pany.
, _ Henry T. Finck's book of musical essays has gone
into a second edition. Chas. Scribner’s Sons are the
publishers.
Mme. Camilla Urso, the famous violiniste, is professor
of the violin in Mrs. Thurber’s National Conservatory of
Music, New York.
Mr. John C. Freund is no longer with The American
Musician. He has started a paper of his own, called
The Music Trade.
. Mme. FannieBloomfield-Zeisler played Saint
Sabns’ C Minor Concerto with the New York Symphony
Society on Saturday evening, Jan. 3d.

L£o Delibes has just died in P
1836. He ranks among the best o
Verdi is in his seventy-eighth
new opera, “ Falstaff.” The libr
Rubinstein’s Overture “Anton
recently given in Berlin, and well
a superior work.
Saint Saens is visiting Spain
stays for about four months. We
visiting the United States.
Eduard Strauss and his Vien
come to this country in April nex
They are to visit the Southwest, C
Clara Schumann has recently
playing the F minor Concerto of
tic expression. She is seventywas enthusiastically received, an
time nerve and with wonderful fi
Josef Hofmann is now stu
d’Albert. Josef sat in a front r
that “Little Otto Hegner” gave
in Berlin, and when Otto espied
nod. Little Josef was enthusia
the conclusion of each number.

recommended:—
1. Hands in position over C, D, E, F, G, the fingers
resting lighly on.the surface of the keys.
2. Strike or press each finger alone many times down¬
ward, forcibly enough to produce & soft, yet distinctly
audible tone, and raise the finger. In counting, press
(strike) the finger on 1, wheii raising say, “ Up”—1 up,
2 up, 3 up, 4 up, etc. Continue this form of counting
on the following exercises, which are indicated by finger¬
marks rather than by notes, requiring two measures of
each set of two fingers. One hand at a time:—
12121212.
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4.
2424242 4.
1 3 2 4 3 5 3 1.

34343434.
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3.
3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5.
1 2 4 5 3 4 2 1.

2323232 3.
12121212.
2424242 4.
1345432 1.

4545454 5.
13131313.
13 1 3131 3.
1 5 2 4 5 12 1.

Particularly notice that these charts are not designed
to do away with the notes, but simply to enable a child
. to play a number of musical pieces while compelled to
look at the hands. The notes are to be studied while
these pieces are in the course of progress, after which
these pieces must be re-studied by means of the notes,
for which the above-mentioned Kohler’s “ Volksmelo¬
dien’’are to be used. The teacher will find suitable
accompaniments to these national melodies in the above
book.
Enabling a child to play musical pieces without a
knowledge of the,notes and within the compass of five
tones; designed to develoj^a sense of the beautiful in
music and cultivate musical feeling in the young.
“The German Volkslied Bhould "be imbibed to teach
simplicity and beauty of style, representing the yearning
and sentiments of a whole nation.”—Robert Schumann.
Mo. 1.
“ SCHLAF, KINDCHEN, SCHLAF.”

(“ Sleep, Baby, Sleep.”^

Place both hands over C, D, E, F, G.
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[From a paper read b
Professor .Richter

development of the br
structure and skill of t
man above the brute,
earth.”
The “ wise in their o
who have but little oil
nique and the requisite
yet in the words of th
moves,” and the unw
drawn on the modern r
some cases quartered,
muscles that have been
thousand years, to be
alone. However, one m
nique alone ; neither i
sion that this is the str
up. We should rather
and render it clearly
possible. Couppey sa
how to study.” As an
the Pianoforte.” The
in hand, so that we sh
are not musicians, and
The teacher of anci
than we do in requi
music. The study of
more advanced pupils.
the technical part of m
class of pupils unless
once a week to listen t
standing of music. T
raise their enthusiasm
vent the bad practice
tinually changing from
although always to the
good custoin ;to encour

out detailed self-consciousness of the ingredients of the
complex series of contractions needed for performing,
the work. This we all see in the case of walking, which
we do while talking, etc. ’
A few years ago, the existence of what is called a
“phono-motor centre” was demonstrated—a subordinate
nerve centre which orders the details of speaking. When
the mind desires to speak, it communicates the order to
this centre, which proceeds, like a sort of sub contractor,
to carry out the order in detail. The mind properly
knows nothing of the various cartilages in the larynx,
nor of vocal chords, and so on; and, in fact, is not con¬
scious whether they have or have not contracted, but is
intent upon the idea'to be expressed.
The normal action of playing, would be that in which
the fingers, hand and arm carried out the intention of
the musical conception, unconsciously, exactly as the
vocal chords, muscles of respiration, etc., do in the case
of speaking. Sometimes we find this action in young
players, who, without knowing a single note or a muscle,
contrive to find out melodies and chords upon the piano¬
forte, and play them with a certain truly musical con¬
sciousness which 1b often losKtemporarily or entirely in
the farther awakening of self-consciousness by formal
study.
An attentive study of various forms of bad playing for
about forty years, and diligently comparing them with
good playing; has led me to think that bad playing gen¬
erally results from bad: musical thinking. The musical
conception is imperfectly formed; it is not sufficiently
vivid. This is the radical fault of almost all who, after
reasonable practice, fail of playing fairly well.
It is the object of practice to establish a system of
secondary reflexes, of such character that when one wills
to perform the series and places the hand at the begin¬
ning of its, the entire succession will follow without a
separate and distinct act of will for each motion of the
series. The one Bole object of “passage practice ” is to
establish exactly thiB kind'of secondary automatism con¬
cerning all the scales, single and double, the arpeggios,
and usual passage forms. The brilliant parts of pieces
are made up of passages of this kind, and when the ex¬
pert player comes to them he “ Bizes ” them for such

the case may be), the student in t
have ideas of his own—as he ou
active mind—will be able to expr
within ; or, lacking original ‘ idea
least, be able to express intellige
thinkers or composers as they co
reading or playing.
Nor is the mere mastery of m
main work ; this in turn is still o
object of music is the expression o
but there is also a higher object,
of feeling and soul in tones. Mu
expression of the spiritual. Thro
rate, tone-color, intensity and to
the most direct and natural, an
most sensitive medium of expr
that Art ha3 yet found out, or ve
out. It is not by accident that music
cated of therheavenly state. It si
lying consensus of humanity, of
tween the ideal and the art of mu
to a similar degree concerning ei
therefore, presumably more famil
older ought to findr-themselves m
in the human consciousness thro
tion of heredity and habit.
Moreover, since the expression
object of music, and the realizatio
ject of cognizing master works, it
must be ordered with this end in.
ify the usual order of instruction
channels of soul in average you
they have undergone the routine
series of years, need to be open
manner that the ditches by a cou
be dug out by the workers along
to time. Civilization and its es
the school, the church, and famil
and business, tends terribly tow
merely surface life.
The conclusion in my mind is
prime task of the teacher is to a

emotional pleasure, not taken into the serious purposes
of life. No; if that were all; if music were only a
means of transient, sensuous pleasure ; if it had no grand
uplifting power; if it carried no divine meaning in its
speech,—if I were suddenly convinced of that, I would
abandon my vocation instantly and put on the door of
my music-room, “ Gone to look for an occupation worthy
of a man.”
• Neither is music to be studied merely with a view of
procuring a livelihood by it, for a liberal education, in
its very definition, is one that is designed to bring about
the harmonious perfection of our whole being, not
simply to help us in the acquisition of dollars and offices. ‘
Not that the practice of music for purposes of emolument
is not a worthy aim, but it must not be the sole or even
the primary aim, but rather culture, the enrichment of
- the mind and heart. To this noble object—enrichment
of the mind and heart—I believe that music, rightly
studied, directly tends. Rightly studied, you observe,
not partially or superficially; the whole question turns on
that. The contemptuous views, of which I spoke in a
previous article, could have no pretext if music always re¬
ceived the honor due her, if false imputations and degrad¬
ing associations never committed sacrilege at her shrine.
The musical study that is to have a place in a liberal
culture must rise above the merely technical. Lessing
said in a letter to Moses Mendelssohn : “ An old man
who lifelong has done nothing but pass his breath through
a stick with holes in it—I doubt much whether such an
old man has arrived at what he was meant for.” I doubt
it too, and I also think a young woman who is nothing
‘ more than a clever performer of a few brilliant composi¬
tions, has not arrived at what she was meant for. No ;
the study of music must be put exactly upon the same
plane as the study of the other arts; music, like poetry
•and painting, must be recognized as an expression of the
striving of mankind after higher wisdom ; as an element
and agency in the world’s civilization, and as one of the
forms which the divine spirit of Beauty assumes to reveal
herself to men, in order to subdue and elevate them and
to show them that the higher wisdom lies in the ideal.
Such music is, in spite of the efforts of shallow techni¬

ties of savage life. The
the longings of love, th
day cares of the househ
and the speeding of the
triumphs—all that can
tion is with the savage
brother, heightened or
As we rise above the
among those peoples w
intensity of life, we fin
vated aqd at the same
character. The study o
of Europe is an import
culture, history. For
tinct in effect from tho
some, peculiar type of
ment, and in melody,
and in a subtle, indefin
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are adopted into the ev
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and Btirring episodes
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national music and poe
lyric expression of the
of Scotland, of Norwa
perception of those un
manners, their cultur
“Let me make the son
“ and I care not who m
Come higher still, in
scientific music of the
music, as a fully devel
illuminating relation
modern musical natio
Beem to have imparte
teriBties to the works

the advanced thinkers in music consider nine-tenths of
all music teaching (as carried on all over the world) a
profound and sad mistake, because most of it is not music
teaching, but “ piano lessons, or violin lessons, or sing¬
ing lessons.” The difference between the two may
perhaps become more perceptible through an illustra¬
tion. The church gives us the benefits of religion; it
teacheB us through its ministry to find, to know and to
love our Creator; but if, instead, it should teach us
ministerial rhetoric and oratory, it would surely miss
its mark; we might thereby become crafty clergymen,
or clever preachers, but not necessarily “religious.”
This illustration applied to music shows us a world
replete with people who play an instrument or sing,
and know nought of music, of its real meaning, of its
mission on earth, of its beauty I

simple, solid and correct, but u
hold ” technic (.for the applicatio
and for such personal musical gra
may be entitled to by his talent
bined). This, and nothing more,
we “ ought ” to do) in our ordinar
purposes class tuition is not only
also highly recommendable, beeau
late the ambition of the average
brings good tuition within the fi
who otherwise would have poor
—which I should prefer between
I believe this stands to reaso
should be raised : “ How can tea
well enough acquainted in a cla
each other?” it should sound
but it should be perfectly in or
ordinary run of our lesson work
not our musical individuality, is
musical individuality of our ow
comes very little, or not at all, into
our lessons ; and the less it does,
because the musieal nature of a p
easily inclined to become, what m
pupils have become, the “apes”

It has come to such a. pass that we are no longer
horrified to say, even of some “professionals,” he is a
very fine pianist (or singer), but a very poor musician!
Just think p, moment of the absurdity ; think how non¬
sensical it would Bound if we were to say of Liebig,
for instance: “Liebig is a very fine beef-extractor, but
a poor chemist,” or “Pasteur is a very fine hydrophobist, but a poor physiologist,” or “Edison is a very
fine electrician, but a poor natural scientist.” Absurd
as it sounds, don’t we meet this very absurdity every
day, even among those who figure in the census lists as
SUPERFICIAL TE
“musicians?”
And if this absurdity occurs sporadically among pro¬
Few, comparatively, with us ha
fessionals, among the people in general it is a perfect is anything more than a pleasant
epidemic, more terrible than the cholera, for it spares inborn one-sided talent renders e
Of its loftier purpose, its grav
only a very few fortunate ones.
to
hard, systematic toil, and the br
The effect of such a calamity is, of course, a very sad
culture which.it at once necessita
one, as most people play or sing without the slightest true disciples, the great majorit
knowledge of the inner meaning and being of music; Hence their lack of genuine resp
Then the prevailing ignorance
they are perfectly satisfied with their own playing and
the branches offers a premium to
singing, and hence the conceits of the artists are empty.
petence.
It Bhould be unjust to put all the blame for this, sad state
Any young person who is too
of affairs on the “ poor ” musicians, for some rather good get a living otherwise, and is pos
ones have a pretty fair share in it, as we shall presently of an accomplishment, sets up a
painting, is accepted as such b
'see. To show this, and to console the others, I must who then proceed to judge the1
first establish one principle, which—though sounding a pable and ill-instructed represe
little bold at the .first hearing—will nevertheless be unfavorably.—Edward Baxter Pe

Biilow edited but a portion of the sonatas. Peters’s
edition is also a good one. The “ Cotta ” edition is
much used, and very satisfactory.
2. Do not practice six hours a day. Four is enough
for the most robust constitution. About one third of the
practice should be given-to pure technical work.
3. Two hours a day to the study of harmony and
counterpoint would be sufficient. To this I would add
an Hour a day in reading musical history and biography.
C. W. L.

S. Forbes, 1704 W
special attention to t
2. Yes; I would b
3. In pronouncing
sound of e, as if spe

Ques.—What is s
why is it condemned

Ans.—Sentiment i
thinking: intellectua
Ques.—1. What is the meaning (in English) of de¬ sentiment in a higher
menti’s Gradus ad Parnassum?
mentally, therefore
2. What is the meaning of Bach’s Well-tempered clavi¬ desirable in music,
chord (in English) ?
artistic composition
3. What is the Danse Andalouse like, and what nation
lias written a very
did it originate in ?
c. w. b.
Ans.—1. Gradus ad Parnassum is “The way to Par¬ literary work “A
nassus,” the fabled home of the Muses. One who But even vinue exa
wrought feelings oug
climbed there was considered very learned and wise.
2. The clavichord was the precursor of the piano. No timentality, or, still
keyed instrument can be^perfectly tuned, and the neces¬ sentiment and hype
sary flattening of the fifths is called tempering. Bach music as in anything
was the first to introduce this, and make harmony in any in this bad 6ense, is
key possible on organ or piano. Therefore the “ Well- following may serve
tempered clavichord” contains pieces in all keys, whereas ment and false sen
in Bach’s time pianos were tuned to play only in two or ality to bewail the
to lament over cru
three keys.
3. This dance takes its name from a Southern province boy who, for spert,
It is a similar diff
of Spain. It would not be practicable to describe the
art
and artifice ; be
steps of the dance in The Etude.
C. W. L.
between effect, or tr
—Will you please answer this question in The
ture in stone and m
Etude, and oblige a subscriber ? If a pupil s hands are
too small to reach a ninth, as given in some passages of and casts are artif
“ Moonlight Sonata.” should she play them arpeggioed? flowers made of
If not, will you kindly state how to do them ?
b. o.
Real terror is a gr
Ans.—Some teachers give as the standard rule, fright over a mouse
“ Never extend the fingers more than one octave. All the Phantom ship (
groups of notes requiring a larger distance than an oc¬ tized by R. Wagner
tave are to be arpeggio.” This rule is often broken, as Coleridge’s “Ancie
is negessary~in Chopin’s Polonaise in A major, com- upon sentimentality
monly called “The Military Polonaise,” where an ex-j curse resting on on
tension of nine keys is frequent, two keys of the chord j killing of a bird, a
being taken with the thumb.
C. W. L.
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one of the questions on the card held. Thus, if card
Beethoven is held, the question, “ Who wrote the Opera
of Fidelio?” might be asked.
If answered correctly,
the card is given up. The point of the game is to see
whichrone holds the greatest number of cards at the end
of the game.
It is clearly to be seen that the game is interesting
and profitable.
There are in the game five hundred
questions in musical biography to be learned. We will
give our readers an opportunity to procure the game at
a low rate in advance of publication. For twenty cents
we will send, postpaid, the game when issued, if cash
accompanies the order. _

lights the younger members
find it a charming pastime.

In the extra pages of thi
interesting and helpful articl
to pour in as rapidly as dur
will be able to give more spa
carry out other improvemen

We have published a large
last few months.
if you desire.

You can-

Send for our

The work of W. B. Waite, entitled “ Normal Course |
We keep in stock a good
of Piano Technic,” has been unavoidably delayed. We
and
reed organ duos. The
are pleased to announce that the work is about ready,
and will soon be issued to those who have subscribed for together produce charming
it in advance.
_

Many,are availing themselves of our long term rates,
Have you renewed your s
four years for five dollars. This brings The Etude at a Please do so early, and sen
very low rate, and saves the subscriber the trouble of at the same time.
sending annually.
'_
Perhaps few teachers realize or know that there is a
specific touch belonging to the reed organ. Such is true,
however. From the fact that the tone can be heard if
the key is put down in any Way, Blow or quick, is the
cause of this lack of organ touch. Most all teachers of
the reed organ have to lament a certain slowness and
lack of life in their organ pupils, Their playing lacks
life and spirit. Others of their pupils seem to play well,
yet there is a lack of effectiveness in their style, or lack
of style. The reed organ demands two separate and
opposite styleB of touch, and with this the fingers must
acquire the habit of striking up in the air, lifting up
quickly. Much fine music on the reed organ is not effec¬
tive, because of its lack of arrangement to meet the re¬
quirements of this instrument. All of these important
things, and many more never yet given to the public, are
fully explained and illustrated, and music arranged to
give practice on them, in Landon’s “Reed Organ
Method.” Send in your'OrderS early, that you may get

the low introductory price at 50 cents, postpaid.
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of a few like this notable concerto ! It should be the
highest endeavor of a just critic to render himself wholly
unnecessary; the best discourse on music is silence.
Why write about Chopin ?. Why not create at first
hand—play, write and compose ? True, this impassioned
outburst has to be moderated by Eusebius.” But consider,
the significance of Schupiann's writing thus in his own
journal about the critic's vocation. It plainly shows that
he only took it up as an artist, and occasionally despised
it. But with regard to Schumann’s place in art, Mendels¬
sohn did not. at that time, at all events, consider it a
very high one; and he was.not alone in this opinion. It
was shared, for example, by Spohr and Hauptmann.
In Mendelssohn’s published letters there is no verdict
on Schumann's music. The fact, however, remains that
in Schumann’s earlier pianoforte works he felt that the
power or the desire for expression in the greater forms
was wanting, and this he said in conversation. He soon
had reason to change his opinion, and afterwards ex¬
pressed warm interest in his friend’s compositions.
Whether he ever quite entered into the individualities of
Schumann’s music may well be doubted; their natures
were too dissimilar. To a certain extent the German
nation has recovered from one mistake in judgment; the
tendency to elevate Schumann above Mendelssohn was
for a very long time unmistakable. Latterly their ver¬
dict has become more just, and the two are now recog¬
nized as composers of equal greatness.—Dr. Philip
Spilta, Berlin.
«■

» THE FIRST LESSONS.
The teaching of musical instruments is usually looked
upon as an easy, work, simply because it requires little
skill to play the exercises, but that is where the mistake
is made. The first lessons require a correct understand¬
ing of the art of touch. They require the greatest watchfulnefs and patience on the part of pupil and teacher,
and they should be given by intelligent, watchful and
patient teachers. The first instructors usually make or
unmake pupils. Parents ought, therefore, to be careful
when they come to select teachers for their children.
Ab a profession, we have no means at our command to
stop the work of .deficient teachers, but we may, and we
ought to, instruct parents and bid them be more careful
in this particular. So we may also appeal to teachers,
urging them to perfect themselves, and this sort of work
must be done mainly by the press. For this reason
teachers ought to support musical journals; they ought
to realize the fact that, as we have said in another place,
they are the good teacher’s best friend.
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and a stubborn struggle over the passage ensnes.
Example III, same Sonata, last movement, measure
201, a scale in broken thirds.
We slide on to measure
203 ; suddenly an upper key fjf! A terrible obstacle ; we
forget that the scale is G, not 0, and fail through want
of application of theory. 'Another place where a strong
rhythmical feeling and a proper accentuation should be.
stringently applied, in order, to give the scale of G with¬
out failure, is found in measures 14-16, fingered nor¬
mally (the fourth finger on f #). (This always surprises
the superficial student.)
Example IV.
The so-called Wald stein (Aurora)
Sonata, Op. 68, measures 270-278.
Is there any pianist who has not straggled with the
passage where the bars climb up the scale, having the
foundation notes written as grace noteB? The rale in
Bkips over and above an octave is that the motion should
be made, by means of a rounded curve of the wrist, in
order to lessen the distance, like throwing a ball. Apply
this law of nature and the tenths will come easier and
sooner under the fingers, provided the fundamental tones
are emphasized according to harmonic laws.
Example V. Op. 67, last part, measure 168-168, will
require much less practice if the pianist first familiarizes
himself with canon^fbrm, modulatory sequence, and last,
but not least, the construction of the figure with refer¬
ence to the original theme.
Example VI. Chopin’s Valse in E flat, measures 186160. The ornamentation of the melody by means of
grace notes causes many students great annoyance. It
may be a suggestion worth consideration, that the stndy
of ornamentation should be left to the last, and that it
Bhould be technically the final perfection of pianistic
work. If this is done, the plain melody will be much
better impressed upon the mind; later, the ornamental
tones can be successfully added. Apply the rule that
grace notes must be played on the beat, and half the
time, otherwise necessary, will be saved.
Chopin’s celebrated Ballade, Op. 47, contains many
valuable hints, at measures 186-145 the theme is accom¬
panied by a contrapuntal figure in the bass. The left
hand is constructed of turns, by means of passing and
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• quire slow and true practice ?
There is another fact bearing on this question that is
worthy of note. When the musical and emotional nature
of a player is thoroughly aroused, with this musical
awakening there is an increased technical skill. On the
other hand, if the player feels less musical emotion than
usual, he will play Btumblingly, from the mechanical as
well as expressional standpoint, not doing himself justice.
This goes to prove that the player’s musical sense and
feeling have governing power over his hand. To sum
up both articles, technical skill must be acquired; the
musical nature or talent of the student must be devel¬
oped; for neither can displace the other—they are
equally essential. Recent developments in the teaching
art tend towards technical development through musical
means. Less five-finger exercises and dry 6tudes, and
more music, especially formative music; that is, the
easily appreciated gems of the best composers. For¬
tunately, they have given us such music of all grades of
difficulty.
“WHOKNQW8?”

of women and young girls are teaching
music now, who never • entertained the idea of being
obliged to support themselves. The writer could fill
several issues of The Etude with the sad life-stories of
such teachers that he„ knows personally. They all tell
one thing in almost the same words: “ Pa was wealthy.
I liked music and had good teachers, but did not practice
much, for there was so much going and visiting. I never
Btudied harmony, and did not bother my head with
studying very hard, anyhow. I played some brilliant
yalses and salon pieces, but really knew nothing about
music. I wish my parents had made me do thorough
work; it would have-been worth worlds to me now. Do
you know of any seminary where I could get a good
teaching position ? Or of a good conservatory where I
could teach some and take lessons of the director? I
have a few pupils among my friends, but I cannot com¬
pete Tvith the best teachers. Why ! some of the best
friends of my family when we were ‘ in clover ’ would
not let me teach their children, for they know that I am
not capable. If only my parents had given me a real
Thousands
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tone, so that one finger passes the other midway in the
touch. The practice clavier is very useful here.
The second form of the two finger exercise is that for
the Elastic Touch. This is almost invariably played
wrong by those who have not had careful instruction
from competent exponents of-the system, and occasion¬
ally by those who have. I teach this somewhat differ¬
ently from what Dr. Mason directs, for a reason which
seems to me satisfactory. The movements in playing
this exercise are the following: First raise the hand and
extend it above the keys, about three inches above them.
Then allow the hand to fall, the second finger, for ex¬
ample, touching the key C. The hand falls by its weight,
and generally need not have additional force. The
touch is a wrist touch, made by the hand as such. The
finger which touches the key has no motion of its own,
But simply receives the weight of the hand and carries
it upon the key. Now comes the second element. The
finger which is about to make the second touch is ex
tended quite straight, the point being if possible two
inches above the keys, the other finger meanwhile hold¬
ing its tone. Then touch the second key by shutting the
hand, the finger touching the key as it passes, but not
coming down vertically upon it, as if'dropped from
above, and not lingering upon the key. The tone is
made by the sweep of the finger on its way towards the
palm of the hand, which it quite touches before its
inward Bweep is ended. If the touch is made with vigor,
and the wrist is relaxed immediately that the second tone
sounds the hand will rebound upwards from the keys,
about three inches, the wrist being permitted to become
entirely lax. The essentia] points of this touch, which
is the extreme degree of a staccato finger touch, are (1)
that the first tone be produced by a hand touch ; (2) the
finger be properly raised for the second touch ; (3) the
two tones be perfectly connected (4) and the second
tone be exactly as strong as the first, which can only be
the case when the will is directed strongly into the Becond
tone; and (6) that the hand spring upwards from the
wrist as an incident of the completion of the touch. I
am in the habit of insisting upon this rebound of the
hand, because observation upon many cases has shown
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Yours sincerely,
Benedictine Sisters,
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“The First Studies in Phrasing,” by W. S. B. Ma¬
thews. is superb. Combining thorough explanations with
beautilul selections, it gives a book for young students
that cultivates the mind, educates the fingers, elevates the
taste for good music. I think it jinexcelled, and hope these will commend it as the b
all teachers will “taste and see that it is good.”
„
Miss S. M. Rogan.

.
.
.
Chats wits Music Students, by - Ih. Tapper, is a
book of such superior merits that I should be willing to
claim for it the praise of being simply the best book a
music student can possess ; unconditionally so. I shall
urge every one of my pupils to buy a copy, and while
I thus may benefit them directly, I will benefit myself
indirectly, as the pupils who read it will surely be easier
to teach and be made more receptive for well meant
advice. Let me congratulate you upon your excellent
publication.
Yours truly,
Constantin Sternberg
Sternberg.

I want to tell you how much I appreciate The Etude.
I could dispense with any other paper or magazine (and
I am a great reader, too) better than I coaid do without
such a valuable publication as The Etude.
jj Hadley
*' Introduction to Students in Phrasing,” is like all of
W.. S. -B. Mathews’ good books—’tis fine. The younger
members
embers of my class are delighted. Surely we Ameri'cans will yet be to the front with such works for our
children.
Mrs, F. N. Honaker.
T
,,
, ,
,
, . ,
I am delighted with Dr. Merz s book winch you sent
me, and will review it verysoon. -It contains very much
valuable information.
Yours truly,
. .Louis O. Elson, Boston.
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gratulate y^u on the publication of this useful work,
They are well selected and properly graded/ The annotations will be ot great service to teachers and etudents.
The typographical features of the work are excellent,
and are in every particular a credit to the musicians who
have undertaken the revision of thie very useful set of
studies. No. 1 of the Presser Edition should be used by
every pianoforte teacher in the land..
John Silvester.
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BEAUTIFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE.

H]usic and Guipure.
By CARL MERZ, MUS„ DR.

Every teacher—ever
Instructive, p
nating.
As a presentation vo

Mosaics.
PRICE, $1.75.
CONTENTS.

Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, "Head and.
Heart. Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, - Philosophy of the Beautiful,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Education, Memory, Woman in
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬
tion, Expression, Maxims.
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style.
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of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that its
articles are of substantial and lasting worth.- Address the Publisher,
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Queen of the Waltz.
writers, and none of them are too difficult for pi avers of medium
ability. There are Itso some easy -waltzes for little players. Ko lov¬
er of dance music can afford to be without a copy of this-work.

Two Musical Friends.

hands ia consained in this
choice book, and it -will prove to teasourceof great pleasure to
‘■musical friends” everywhere. Tne pieces are of medium difficu'ty
—some quite easy: all are gems and popular lavorites. Procure this
book at on ce. It 1s sei ling i apidiy. '

Mnoincl
TT-rraniTi era New music for violin andpiano or flute
UHlbdii Hi V ulllilgS. and piano. This elegant book will be

received with de'ight by violinists, it is pre eminently the boob
for amateurs, containing much of the best, music, so arranged as to
be neither too difficult nor too simple. This book is Belling rapidly
and supplies the demand exactly. Complete book for 50 cents. Ex¬
tra part for violin or flute, 85 centa.
IJInkel’s Folio, Vol. 1.1 Two booksoi easy piepes for young
■“•Inkers Folio, Vol. 2. j players. A rare collection ol bright
gems. Especially recommended to teachers. No better books for
pupils couid be obtained Price of each volume 50 cents.
'Drainard’s Vocal npitnn Folio.) We have spared
-‘-'ralnard’s Instr. UUItad. Folio. > neither pains or ex¬
pense in geeting up these two superb publications. Their contents
comprise the very latest popular music, carefully arranged by one of
America’s host guitarists, Price of each book, 50 cents. Order at once

Brainard’s Vocal Duet Folio

Xi.diiLU.lbUU O UO.UJU ruuu. beautiful banjo music, suit¬
able for amateur or artist, containing selections for Imi jo solo, for
two banjos,,for one oa two banjos with piano accompaniment. Full
sheet music size. Mhe only book of the kind published.

TALKS ABOUT

SaTIO1 Ron fill at Oneof the best collections of English and
UViug .yuut|UGb, American ballads and songs with choruses.
Cheapest folio of music phblished. 224 pages, full Bneel music Bize.
Ponlnn Rnnnnat Comj anion to‘-Song Bouquet.’’ Contains
Xa-iiUl JJUIUJUOli, instrumental-music of different grades of.
difficulty, Great favorite. 224 pages, full sheet mnsic size.

Album of Sacred Music.

THOMA

cle. Finest collection of music published for young organists and
choir leaders.
WnQlPnl flVinlfcTUnv-^0B- 1 al)d 2- These beautiful
illUOlLail L/imiieiUUA. books are, without doubt, the
moBt popular collections of medium and easy grade songs and pieces.
Each bool- contains eight beautiful illustrations, which will delight
the young folks.
Papri rVncrnn TTfilIn Great care has been taken to use
XbCCU.
II g all i U1IU only Buch pieces as come within ihe
compass of a five octave organ, should he on every parlor organ
iu the land.
,

Mm&£o and Book Catalogues Mailed Free.

145 and 147 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
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MARGARET B. HARVEY.
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Neatly bound. Suitable for presentation.
Home study of Music for Parents and Pupils.
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THE STUDY Of THE PMflQ.
BY H. PKR6NT.
Translated by M. A. Bierstadt.

By JAM

Rdt

Price, $1.00.
New Edition.
One hundred and twenty-seven pages.
One hundred and Complete Technica
sixty two questions, with elaborate and clearly-expressed an¬
swers. MANY VALUABLE TABLES AND RULES.

PLAY

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR
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For Kinderg

JAMIS HAMILTON 1QWE.

•A collection of
5*rice, $1.50.
the German. Word
Complete theoretical explanations. System of Touch and pleasing and good m
Rhythm. Easily graded Interesting and pleasing ' Use 1 and
strongly endorsed by the best musicians, teachers and conserva¬ HATUR
tories._•
_
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Class and Account Book for
Music Teachers.
-By E. M. SEFTON.Revised Edition, Price, 50 cents.

The book contains everything for keeping accounts or music
teachers: Index; A D?Kly Scneriu e of Lesson;- for each
Hoar; Pupils’ Sheet Music Account; Account With
Music Publishers; Bally Earnings; Summary; Memor¬
andum. etc. Devised and revised to meet every want of a
music teacher In keeping accurate end systematic accounts.
Carefully kept accounts prevent disputed bills at end of terms.

In

Six Grades, Each 75 cents.

By . RIDLEY PRENTICE.
This work helps to a better understanding and performance
of the best things in music. Leads to efficient study by getting
the pupil interested and teaching him to enjoy Beautiful Music,
It gives a list of the most desirable and useful'‘Classical and
Standard Music for Teaching and 8tudy.
Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pieces. It is
full of valuable and helpful suggesiions and information. Con¬
tains many Interesting incidents In the lives of the great com¬
posers.

For Full
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CASH DEDUCTIONS.'
Study of the Piano—
1 Subscription, no deduction,.$1.60.
Etchings, life size, Mendels
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Mozart Complete Sona
Etude., one yea
Art of Piano Playing—
Pianoforte Music—F
Musical Mosaics—
Lessons in Musical History—
Musical Studies at Home—
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MUSICAL PREMIUMS.
Course in Harmony—
Engraving—“I’ll sing you a little song.”2 subscriptions. Pianoforte Instructor—
Music Teachers’ Class Book.2
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Studies in Measure and
Pocket Metronome........2
“
Krause
System of Pianoforte Techn
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“
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“
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Phrasing Studies by Mathews.2
“
Bach’s Lighter Comp ..2_
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•Chats with Music Students
Mason’s Touch and Technic.2
“
Music and Culture—
The Musician, any one grade—Prentice, 2
’l
Music Roll, Black or B
Mendelssohn—Songs without Words.2
“
Unbound Volume of Etude
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1889 or 1890...
$2.00 worth of Sheet Music, selected
Well-tempered Clavichor
Umbrella Music Stan
from our catalogue.2
“ -q
First Lessons in Phrasing—Mathews.2
“
Studies in Phrasing, 2
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How to Understand Music,
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New Lessons in Harmony—Fillmore.3
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Bound Volume, Etude, 1888
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Practical Harmony—Ritter....3
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Complete Piano Works—
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“
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Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our
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(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer.
These instruments are of superior quality, in
genuine Mahogany.
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SOLICITORS WANTED
To secure subscriptions for the Mannal of Music, by
W. M. Derthick.
This book, which is enjoying a
larger sale than any musical work of the price ever
offered to the public, is introduced exclusively by sub¬
scription. Music teachers and musical people gladly
assist our representatives to secure the largest possible
sale, thereby rendering their employment most pleasant
and remunerative.
We employ only those who possess the necessary in¬
telligence, address and general attainments to enable
' them to fully maintain the high artistic and literary
character of the work, and to such we offer permanent
situations at a liberal salary or commission. We invite
correspondence. Address

KAN UAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
415 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY’S
Fantasy for Piano,
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Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or Address the Pub
new world.
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand.
Played in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, Bince its publication, March 1st, 1888.
Address
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut SL, Philadelphia, Pa. 1704 Chestn
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Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. a splendid building f
SUMMER PIANO LESSONS GIVEN.
Address at her residence,

288 Newbory Street,
_

__Boston, Mass.

EDWARD BAXTER PERRYConcert. Pianist and Lecturer,

Conservatory offers un
Music. 644- students
year’s study (38 weeks
Terms begin Sept. 1
If you are intendin
branches, send for cat

Lecture Eecitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty.
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct
_
route desiring recitals at that time.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.,
’ 823 South 38th Street,
PHIL AD ELPHI A.

LESSONS BY MAIL!1”

Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition.

Director of Music at Pennington Seminary,
PENNINGTON, NEW JEESEY,

HITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four
hands, on short notice. Refers to hiB popular compositions,
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North
& Go , Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For
terms, apply as above.

MRS. MARY GftECCSflY MU It RAY
(pupil of william mason)

‘MASON1 METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.”
Will alBO make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬
ciations and Classes of Students.
AddresB, Care of The Etude.

C. P. HOFFMANK~
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC,
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO.
Gives lessons by Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and
musical Form. Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es¬
tablished foundational principles to latest practice in composition.

1

MUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS and PRINTERS !
j
‘
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'
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